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ABSTRACT 

We have done Large Eddy Simulations (LES) of 
the flow in a three-dimensional ventilated room. 

A finite volume method is used with a collocated 
grid arrangement. The momentum equations are 
solved with an explicit method using central differ
encing for all terms. The pressure is obtained from 
a Poisson equation, which is solved with a con
jugate gradient method. For the discretization in 
time we use the Adam-Bashfourth scheme, which 
is second-order accurate. 

When using LES, the time-dependent three
dimensional momentum and continuity are solved. 
A subgrid turbulence model is used to model the 
turbulent scales which are smaller than the cells. 
We have used two different subgrid models: the 
traditional Smagorinsky model, and the dynamic 
model of Germano. Instead of the traditional time 
averaging, the equations when using LES are fil
tered in space, and i/.; is a function of space and 
time. 

With LES we get much more information than 
when using traditional time averaged turbulence 
models, since we are resolving most of the turbu
lence. lt is found that the instantaneous fluctua
tions are very large. For example, in the region of 
the wall jet below the ceiling where the time aver
aged velocity (ii)/Uo is typically 0.5, the instanta
neous velocity fluctuates between 0.3 and 0.8. 

"This work was carried out during the author's stay at Dep. 
of Building Technology and Structural Engineering, Aalborg 
University in Autumn 1995. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Navier-Stokes equations are traditionally stud
ied in their time-averaged form, often referred to as 
the Reynolds equations. The resulting unknown 
stresses 1t;ui stemming from the time averaging 
needs to be modelled with a turbulence model. 
The most common turbulence model is the two
equation k- £ model [12]. In industry today, the 
k - £ model is routinely used and the model is in
cluded in most commercial CFD-packages. The 
advantage of the k - £ model from a numerical 
point of view is that it is robust and reliable. From 
a physical point of view the physics is treated in 
a simplistic manner, but nevertheless the model 
works surprisingly well in many types of flows. 

However, there are physical phenomena which 
eddy viscosity models like the k - £ model cannot 
capture such as streamline curvature and the ef
fect of irrotational strains. Reynolds Stress Models 
(RSM) [8) do take this effects into account (1 , 2). 
RSMs have been proven to be able to predict a 
number of types of flows better than k - £ models. 
For a review, see Refs. [11, 13, 9). Also Reynolds 
Stress Models are incorporated in many commer
cial CFD-codes, and RSMs are being increasingly 
used in the industry. 

There seems to be a number of flows where 
the time averaged Navier-Stokes equations cannot 
be used, because too much information is filtered 
out in the time averaging process. Examples are 
transitional flows, either free or wall bounded, and 
separated flows where it is not appropriate to use 
the concept "mean" and "fluctuating" velocities as 
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(setting the induces i and j equal). The strain ten
sor S;i is defined as 

{6) 

they are both of the same magnitude [22). Flows 
around and behind bluff bodies is another example 
where the "mean" flow is not steady. These types 
of flows can probably be successfully predicted by 
Large Eddy Simulations (LES). lt can be interest
ing to use LES also in ventilated rooms, where the 
turbulent fluctuations often are very large. In LES and the filter-width is taken as the local grid size, 
most of these scales are resolved. i.e. 

In the next section the subgrid models are de
scribed. The following sections presents and dis· 
cusses the results, and in the final section we draw 
some conclusions and discuss future work. 

2 LARGE EDDY SIMULATIONS 

2.1 Equat ions 

With a spatial, inhomogeneous filter {denoted by a 
bar) applied to the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations, we obtain the momentum and continu
ity equations for the large scale motion 

(7) 

where indices i, j , k denote cell-index in the three 
coordinate directions, and ~ l'ii k is the volume of 
the computational cell i , j , k. 

Often a damping function is applied to the turbu
lent viscosity to account for viscous effects near 
walls. A standard form is chosen in this study 
which reads [23) 

( 7l+) f 1, = 1 - exp --
25 

{8) 

where n+ = u. njv (u . and n denote friction veloc
ity and normal wall distance, respectively). ou; a __ - +- (u ·tt·) = ot axj • 

1 

1 op 82 u; or;j ---+v-----
p o x; 0Xj0Xj OXj 

{hi· 

The disadvantage of this model is that the con
stant Cs is unknown, and that it influences the 

(1) calculated results very much. In the literature, 
the constant is found to vary in the range from 
Cs = O.Ofi5 [15) to Cs = 0.25 [10) . 

-'=0 
ox; 

where the subgrid stresses are given by 

2.2 Subgrid Models 

(2) 

2.2.2 The Dynamic Subgrid Model 

Germano et al. [6, 7) propose a dynamic subgrid 
(
3

) model in which the constant C is not arbitrarily cho· 
sen (or optimized), but where it is computed. For 
convenience, the derivation of the Dynamic Sub
grid Model given in Ref. [6) is repeated below. A 
second, coarser filter (test filter, denoted by "'7') is 
applied to the equations. This size of the test filter 

We need a subgrid model to model the turbulent 
scales which cannot be resolved by the grid. In 
the present study we have chosen to use to types 
of models: 

-{denoted by A) is twice as coarse as the grid filter 
(~) . When applying this second filter to Eq.1, we 
obtain 1. The simple model of Smagorinsky [21) 

2. A dynamic subgrid model of Germane [6) 

2.2.1 The Smagorinsky Model 

The Smagorinsky model can be written [21) 

1 
r;i- 3t5;jTkk = - 2vrS';j 

where the subgrid stresses now are given by 
(4) 

(5) Consider the resolved turbulent stresses C;i de
fined as 

where - ~tS;jTkk is included on the left-hand side 
to make the equation to be valid upon contraction ..-, --Lij = il;iii - it; u i {1 0) 
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which is representative of the contribution to the 
Reynolds stresses by the scales e in the range be-- -tween ~and~. i.e.~< e <~.From Eqs. 3,9,10 
we obtain 

(11) 

Assume now that the functional form we use for 
the subgrid stresses for the rii in the Smagorinsky 
model in Eq. 4 (grid filter level), also can be used to 

- "'=' relate the subgrid stresses T;i to ~ and S ii at the 
test filter level. Combining Eqs. 4,5, we can write 
(note that while the Smagorinsky constant Cs in 
Eq.5 is squared, C is not) 

(12) 

1 ,-...2 "'='"'=' 
T;j- 3d;jTkk = -2C~ Is ISij (13) 

where 

~ ~ ~ 

Is I= 2S';jSij (14) 

Applying the test filter to Eq.12, substituting this 
equation and Eq.13 into Eq.1 0 gives 

1 
cij - -d';j ckk = 

3 
(15) 

Note that the "constant" C really is a function of 
both space and time, i.e. C = C(x;, t). When de
riving Eq.15 it has been assumed that the variation 
of C in space is slow, which allowed us to treat C 
as constant when applying the test filter to Eq.12. 

Equation 15 is a tensor equation, which means 
that we have five (S;i is symmetric and its trace is 
zero) equations for C. Germano et al. proposed 
to contract Eq. 15 with S;i in order to reduce it to 
one equation. Later, Lilly [14] suggested to satisfy 
Eq. 15 in a least-square sense gives 

C = C;iMii 
2M;jMii 

For more details see [3] 

2.3 Numerical Procedure 

(16) 

Equations 1 are solved with a finite volume proce-

In SIMPLE methods, one must iterate between 
the momentum equations and the pressure correc
tion equation, and this required some twenty itera
tions on each time step, even though the CFL num
ber 

CFL = max {~,..E._} 
Atconv Atdif! 

. {Ax Ay Az} =nun---Atconv - • - • -
U V W 

At . = p min {<tui, (Ay)2
, (Az)2

} 

dif! 11 + 11, 

was kept well below one. After that we started to 
work on an explicit method. For more details see 
Ref. [3]. 

We want to solve Eqs.1 . The convection and 
diffusion terms are discretized using a finite vol
ume method [4, 17] on a collocated grid. Second
order central differencing is used for both convec
tion, diffusion and stresses. lt has been found that 
the QUICK scheme is too dissipative in connection 
with LES. The momentum equations are solved 
explicitly and we have an implicit Poisson equation 
for the pressure which must be solved each time 
step. In the present work it is solved with a conju
gate gradient method with an incomplete Cholesky 
factorization as a preconditioner. The solver is a 
part of the SLAP package (Sparse Linear Algebra 
Package) available on net lib. This solver was im
plemented by Renard and Gresser [18]. For more 
details see Ref. [3] 

2.4 Boundary Conditions 

For the pressure we use Neumann conditions at 
all boundaries, i.e. 

cJp 
-=0 an (17) 

where n is the coordinate direction normal to the 
boundary. No-slip conditions is used for the veloc
ities il; . 

When using grids which are coarse near the 
floor (the 72 x 42 x 52 mesh and the 102 x 52 x 52) 
we use wall functions at the walls [4]. When the 
distance between the wall and the near-wall node 
exceeds 11 viscous units (n+ = 11), the viscosity 
at the wall is set from the law of the wall [4], which 
corresponds to prescribing a wall shear stress r, 
according to the law of the wall. 

3 RESULTS 

dure. Initially we tried to use an implicit SIMPLE The explicit code described in Sub-section 2.3 is 
code [4]. but it turned out to be too expensive. used. A steady computation is first carried out us-
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ing the CALC-BFC code and the k - c: mode [3) . 
These results are used as initial start fields in the 
LES calculations. The number of time steps used 
in each calculation is typically 40000, which for the 
72 x 42 x 26 is approximately 900 seconds when 
using the dynamic model. The streamwise aver
age of the peak velocity in the wall jet along the 
ceiling is close to Uav = 0.5U;n (= 0.228 m/s). 
Thus the time it takes for fluid particle to move 
from the inlet to the opposite wall can be esti
mated as L/Uav :::::: 40 seconds, which means that 
900140 :::::: 22 .5 characteristic time units (L 1 U,"') are 
covered in a simulation. The predictions are com
pared with experiments of Restive [19) (also avail
able in Ref. (16]) 

Since we resolve the large-scale turbulence we 
should impose turbulent flow conditions at the in
let. As an approximation random fluctuations are 
superimposed on the time-averaged experimental 
flow conditions at the inlet according to: 

- U+ I I - I I Uin = in ranr om · ue.xp, Vin = T"ll7H om. · u • .,1, 

Win = random · u~"P (18) 

Note that the random function is called at differ
ent times for u;n. ii;n and tu;n. which means that 
the fluctuations are not correlated. This means, 
furthermore, that the shear stresses ii.ii, iit/1 and 
vw, become zero at the inlet. 

The maximum CFL number is, for stability rea
sons, set to 0.4. 

3.1 Using the Smagorinsky Model 

In Fig. 1 the time averaged ((·)1 denotes time av
eraging) predicted velocity profiles are compared 
with experiments. Prediction with two different val
ues on the constant Cs are shown in Fig. 1, and 
as can be seen the solutions differ considerable. 
Thus it seems that when using this model the con
stant Cs must first optimized, and this value is 
probably both flow dependent as well as grid de
pendent. This is the reason why this model was 
abandon in the present work and attention was 
shifted to the dynamic model. 

3.2 Using the Dynamic Model 

Three different meshes have been used: 72 x 
52 x 26, 72 x 42 x 52 and 102 x 52 x 52. For all 
three meshes geometrical stretching is used in y
direction, and a hyperbolic tangent function is used 
in x and z-direction. 

lt is well known that when using the dynamic 
model one must set some limits on C in Eq. 16 
or do some averaging in order to achieve numeri
cal stability. In the present study we average C in 

0.8 

0 .6 

11 
H o.4 

11 
H 

0.2 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0 .2 

~' 
' +' 

' 

xiH=l.O 

-- ·:_.t 

1:IH = 2.0 

-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

( ii.)t 

U;n 
Figure 1 : Time averaged velocity profiles. Symme
try plane zl H = 0.5. LES using the Smagorinsky 
model. Mesh: 72 x 52 x 26 . Solid lines: Cs = 0.14; 
dashed lines: Cs = 0.18; +:experimental UIUin· 
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Figure 2: Time averaged velocity and rms veloc
ity profiles. 102 x 52 x 52 mesh. Symmetry plane 
z/ H = 0.5. LES using the dynamic model. Solid 
lines: (ft)t/U;n; dashed lines: U r m •• /U;n; +: experi
mental mean velocity; o: experimental fluctuations. 

the spanwise (z) direction. This was found not to 
be enough. In addition we had to average C in :~: 
(i = ±2) and y-direction (j = ±2). Furthermore 
the total (laminar plus turbulent) viscosity is not al
lowed to become negative. No maximum limit on 
C {or viscosity) was used. This procedure is simi
lar to that chosen in Ref. [24]. 

When comparing with experiments we must time 
average over a certain time T in the same way ex
perimentalists measure over a certain time when 
they are recording a turbulent signal. The ques
tion is when we should start to time average (1(,) 
and for how long (T). In [3] we investigated the in
fluence of 1(, and Ton the time averaged it-profile. 
In general the (fl}t does not seem to be very sen
sitive to the choice of T and 1(,, but the differences 
are largest close to yj H = 0.5. This has also 
been found in experimental investigations, where 
longer measuring times must be used in the mid
dle of the room {low-speed regions) than near 
walls {high-speed regions) 1 In [3] it was shown 
that when reducing the time averaging to the first 

1 Hyldgiud, C.E., private communication, Dep. of Building 
Technology and Structural Engineering, Aalborg University 

10000 time steps the magnitude of (it)t starts to 
increase close to the floor. 

In [3) the predicted velocity profiles using the 
three different meshes were compared with exper
iments. lt was found that the agreement with ex
periments was fairly good for all meshes, but that 
the solutions are grid dependent. In general the 
resolved rms fluctuations 

u"(t) = u(t)- (ii(t))t, ll.rm• = ((u"(t)) 2 )t 

were under-predicted. In Fig. 2 the predictions on 
the fine mesh are shown. 

The (ii)t profiles along the ceiling {at y = H -
y/2) and the floor {at 11 = y/2) are shown in 
Fig . 3. The agreement between predictions and 
experiments is fairly good. The recirculation bub
ble along the ceiling close to the opposite wall is 
over-predicted compared to experiments. Further
more it can be seen that there is a large difference 
in the flow along the floor when using the two grids. 
The coarse grid severely under-predicts the (fl)t 
velocity. The fine grid gives a much closer agree
ment with experiments. However, the fine grid pre
dicts a separation along the floor at xj H :: 1.2 
which is too early according to experimental data. 
Downstream {0 .3 < x/ H < 1.2) there is a stagnant 
region with (fl)t velocities close to zero. 

The resolved ft velocities versus time at three 
chosen points are presented in Fig. 4. 1t can be 
seen that the fluctuations in ii are strong. In the 
middle of the room (Fig. 4b) it is not meaningful 
to define a "mean" velocity (ii)t. since ujU;n fluc
tuates between 0.15 and -0.23 and the time av
eraged velocity is close to zero. lt can also be 
seen that the frequency of ft is much higher in the 
wall jet near the ceiling {Figs. 4a) than in the back
flow region close to the floor {Fig. 4c). In addi
tion to the large-scale fluctuations visible in Fig. 4 
we have small-scale fluctuations {see [3]). These 
small-scale fluctuations are generated by the inlet 
boundary conditions, where a randomized veloc
ity field is prescribed {see Eq. 18). If constant flow 
conditions (in time) are prescribed, the small-scale 
fluctuations go away. Also the time history of the u 
velocities {like that shown in Fig. 4) becomes less 
chaotic. 

The probability density function of ii is shown for 
four points in Fig. 5, two points in the wall jet and 
two points in the boundary layer close to the floor. 
For the points in the wall jet {Fig. 5a) the probability 
function show a preferred value of ii showing that 
the flow has a well defined mean velocity and that 
the velocity is fluctuating around this mean value. 
Close to the floor near the separation at xI H = 2 
(Fig. 5b) it is hard to find any preferred value of ii 
which shows that the flow is irregular and unsta-
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Figure 3: Time averaged i1 velocity along the ceil
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72 x 52 x 26 mesh; o: experiments. a) y = H- h/2. 
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x/ H = 1.0; dotted line: x/ H = 2.0; 

ble with no well defined mean velocity and large 
fluctuations. 

In Fig. 6 the power density spectrum for the re
solved streamwise fluctuation (u") 2 is shown. In 
fully turbulent flow it should behave as <I> ex n- 513 

(inertial region) which is included as a dashed line. 
We can see that there is some tendency to inertial 
region close to f = 0.2. This value agrees well 
with measurements by Sandberg (20]. The sharp 
decrease of <I> shows that the subgrid model is do
ing a good job in extracting energy from the re
solved flow. The reason why we do not have any 
distinct inertial region in the spectra may well be 
connected to insufficient grid resolution. 

10"" 

·2 
10 

·1 
10 

f [Hz] 

0 . . . 
0 

Figure 6: Power density spectrum <I> ( ( u") 2). 72 x 

52 x 26 mesh. Dynamic model. Symmetry plane 
z/ H = 0.5. xj H = 2.0, yj H = 0.92. 

sions can be drawn: 

• The simple Smagorinsky model was found to 
be inadequate, because the results were very 
dependent on the Smagorinsky-constant 

• The pressure equation requires some 80 % of 
the total CPU-time 

• The results obtained with the dynamic subgrid 
model gives results in good agreement with 
experiments 

4.1 Future Work 

In an ongoing work (5] we have found the multigrid 
solver solves the pressure equations more than 
10 times faster on fine meshes (1 million nodes) . 
We are also working on solving the whole equa
tion system implicitly [5] using the same multigrid 
solver for the pressure. In the explicit method 
used in the present work the CFD-number must 
for stability reasons be below 0.4. With an implicit 
method the CFL-number is restricted only by con
cern of accuracy. Using CFL-number of one the 
implicit method is somewhat faster than the explicit 
method. If the CFL-number is allowed locally to 
exceed one (say 2), the implicit method gives a 
further speed-up of more than two. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
TUREWORK 

AND FU- References 

A numerical procedure for Large Eddy Simulations 
has been presented for prediction of recirculating 
flows. A simple Smagorinsky model and a dy
namic model was tested. The following conclu-
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